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A RELATIVE MOD K NIELSEN NUMBER

Moo HA WOO AND HYANG KAM CHO

Introduction.

The algebraic aspect of the Nielsen theory deals with the prob
lem of computation for Nielsen number. By many mathematicians,
this problem has been solved. B. J. Jiang ([5]) introduced the mod
K Nielsen number NK(f) of a selfmap 7 : A -. A of a compact
polyhedron A, where K is a normal subgroup of the fundamental
group 7I"1(A) such that TAK) C K for the induced homomorphism
77r : 71"1 (A) -. 71"1 (A). H. Schirmer ([7]) also introduced the relative
Nielsen number N(f; X, A) for a selfmap f : (X, A) -. (X, A) of a
compact polyhedral pair.

The purpose of this paper is the introduction of the relative mod K
( = kernel of the induced homomorphism i 7r : 7I"1(A) -. 7I"1(X) of the
inclusion map i: A -. X) Nielsen number NK(fjX,A) for the selfmap
f : (X, A) -. (X, A) of a compact polyhedral pair using the above
two Nielsen numbers. The definition is in §1. In §2, we show that the
relative mod K Nielsen number NK(f;X,A) has basic properties like
the relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A).

Now let q : E -. B be a fibration in which E, B and all fibres are
compact connected ANR's and let f : E -. E be a fibre preserving
map inducing selfmaps f B on B and !b on the fibre Fb over some fixed
point b in the base. Jiang ([5]) and C. Y. You ([10]) introduced the
product formula N(f) = N(fB)· N(fb) for the fibration and showed
the conditions under which the formula holds. In §3, we study the new
product formula and show the conditions that the new formula holds.
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1. Definitions.
In this section, we introduce the definition of the relative mod K

Nielsen number. HI: (X, A) -+ (X, A) is a selfmap of a pair of
compact polyhedra, then we shall write I: A -+ A for the restriction
of the pair map 1 to A and write I: X -+ X if the condition that
I(A) c A is immaterial. The homotopies of 1 : (X, A) -+ (X, A) are
maps of the form H : (X x I,A x I) -+ (X,A) and homotopies of
I: X -+ X are maps of the form H: X x I -+ X, where I is the unit
interval.

Now let i : A -+ X be the inclusion map. Consider the following
commutative diagram

A
1

---+1 A

f
X IX.

Let i 1r : 1l"l(A) -+ 1l"l(X) and !1r : 1l"l(A) -+ 1l"l(A) be the induced
homomorphisms. Let K be the kemel of i1r : 1l"l(A) -+ 1l"l(X). Then
11r(K) C K and iFPC : FPCK (1) -+ FPC(f) induced by iFPC :

FPC(!) -+ FPC(f) is well-defined. (See [5].) Therefore every mod
K :fixed point class of ] : A -+ A is contained in a :fixed point class of
I:X-+X.

Throughout this paper, we always assume that K is the kemel of
the induced homomorphism i1r : 1l"l(A) -+ 1l"l(X).

DEFINITION 1.1. Let I: (X, A) -+ (X, A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra. A :fixed point class F of 1 : X -+ X is called a common
mod K fixed point class 01 1 and I if F contains an essential mod K
fixed point class of I : A -+ A.

It is called an essential common mod K fixed point class 01 1 and]
if it is an essential fixed point class of 1 : X -+ X and a common mod
K fixed point class of 1 and !.

For a pair map I: (X, A) -+ (X, A) of compact polyhedra, Schirmer
defined a common fixed point class of 1 and ] which is a fixed point
class of 1 : X -+ X containing an essential fixed point class of] : A -+
A. The number of essential common fixed point classes of 1 and 1 is
denoted by N(f; f). (See [7].)
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DEFINITION 1.2. The number of essential common mod K fixed
point classes of f and ] is denoted by N K (f; 1).

LEMMA 1.3. H f : (X, A) -+ (X, A) is a pair map of compact poly
hedra, then a common mod K fixed point class of f and] is a common
fixed point class of f and ].

Proof. Let F be a common mod K fixed point class of f and]' Then
F contains an essential mod K fixed point class F K of] : A -+ A. But
F K is a disjoint union of ordinary fixed point classes of ] and index
(],FK) =:Ei index (],F i ), where F K = UiFi and F i is an ordinary
fixed point class of] for each i. Since FK is essential, there exists at
least one essential fixed point class of]. H F i is such an essential fixed
point class of], then F i C FK C F. So F is a common fixed point
class of f and ].

Since (X,A) is a compact polyhedral pair and 0 ~ NK(f;]) ~

NU; f), N K(f;]) is a finite integer.

The following lemmas give a condition to be N K(f; ]) = NU; f).

LEMMA 1.4. Let f : (X,A) -+ (X,A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra with ]1(K) c J(1), where J(1) is the Jiang subgroup of
] : A -+ A. Then a common mod K fixed point class of f and]
coincides with a common fixed point class of f and].

Proof. Since ]1f(K) C J(1), any two ordinary fixed point classes of
] in a given mod K fixed point class of ] have the same index. (See
[5].) It suffices to show that a common fixed point class of f and] is
a common mod K fixed point class of f and]. Let F be a common
fixed point class of f and]. Then there exists an essential fixed point
class F of] such that F C F. Since F is contained in a mod K fixed
point class F K of], F K is essential. Since F K C F, F is a common
mod K fixed point class of f and ].

LEMMA 1.5. Let f : (X,A) -+ (X, A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra. Suppose every ordinary fixed point class in a given inessen
tial mod K fixed point class of] : A -+ A is inessential. Then a
common mod K fixed point class of f and] coincides with a common
fixed point class of f and].
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Prool. Let F be a common fixed point class of I and J. Then F
contains an essential fixed point class F of]. By hypothesis, F is
contained in an essential mod K fixed point class F K of]. Since
F KeF, F is a common mod K fixed point class of I and J.

In [71, Schirmer defined the relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A) to
be N(f) + N(]) - N(f;]) for a compact polyhedral pair map I
(X, A) ~ (X, A).

Now we will give the following definition.

DEFINITION 1.6. Let I: (X, A) ~ (X, A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra. The relative mod K Nielsen number NK(f; X, A) is defined
by

NK(f;X, A) = N(f) +NK(f) -NK(f;]),

where NK(]) is the number of essential mod K fixed point classes of
l:A~A.

Hence NK(f;X,A) is a finite integer ~ O.
If X = A, then NK(f;X,A) = N(f) = N(f;X,A). If K is the

trivial group, then NK(f; X, A) = N(f;X, A).

THEOREM 1.7. Let I: (X, A) ~ (X,A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra. Then we have NK(f; X, A) $ N(f;X,A).

Prool. Let FI ,F2 , ••• ,F", F"+b"" Fm, Fm +l , ••• ,Fn be essential
fixed point classes of I : X ~ X, where 0 < k $ m ~ n are positive
integers. Of these, let FhF2"'" F", F"+b' .. , Fm be common fixed
point classes of I and ] and let FI , F2 , ••• ,F" be common mod K fixed
point classes of I and J. For each i = 1, ... ,m, let Cj be the number
of essential fixed point classes of 1:A -+ A which are contained in Fj
and let d be the number of essential fixed point classes of1 : A -+ A
which are contained in inessential fixed point classes of I : X ~ X.

Then we have Ne]) = Cl + C2 +... + c" + CHI +... + Cm + d and
NK(]) $ Cl + C2 + ... + c" +d. Thus since Cj ~ 1 for k + 1 $ j ~ m,
N(]) ~ NK(]) + (m - k) and hence

N(]) - N(f; 1) ~ NK(f) - NK(f; f).

.We have the conclusion.
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THEOREM 1.8. If K C Un Ker7: , then we have NK(fjX,A) =
N(fjX,A).

Proof. IT K C UnKerI:, then a mod K fixed point class of 1
coincides with an ordinary one. Then NK(l) = N(l) and hence
NK(fj]) = N(fj/).

THEOREM 1.9. Let f : (X, A) ~ (X, A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra. Then we obtain

(i) N(f) ~ NK(fj X, A) and NK(l) ~ NK(fjX, A),

(ii) N (f· X A) = { NK(l) if N(f~=°
K " N(f) if NK(f) = o.

Proof· By the definition of NK(fj ]), NK(fj]) ~ NK(l) implies

NK(fjX,A) = N(f) + [NK(]) -' NK(fj])]

~ N(f).

From N K(fj]) ~ N(f), we have

NK(fjX,A) = NK(l) + [N(f) - NK(fj])]

~ NK(]).

IT N(f) =°or NK(l) = 0, then NK(fj]) =°and hence (ii) holds.

IT we consider the following example, then we find that N (f j X, A)
is strictly larger than NK(f j X, A).

EXAMPLE 1.10. Let C = {(x, y) E R2 : (x - 2)2 + y2 = I} and
D = {(x, y) E R2 : x2+y2 ~ I}. Let X be their union X = CVD with a
point (1, 0) in common and A be the figure eight as the boundary of X.
Let f: (X, A) ~ (X, A) be the self map satisfying f((x, y) = ((x, y) 
(2,0))3 +(2,0) if (x,y) E C and f((x,y)) = (x,-y) if(x,y) E Bd(D).
Then ~(f)n A = {(-1,0), (1, 0), (3, On, where ~(f) is the set of fixed
points of f : X ~ X. Since 11"1 (X) is isomorphic to the integer group Z,
K is not the trivial group. Then N(f) = N(fj]) = 2, N(]) = 3 and
N K(]) = NK(fj]) = 1. Thus 2 = NK(fjX,A) < N(fjX,A) = 3.

But if we consider the pair map f : (X, C) ~ (X, C), then clearly
the kernel of the induced homomorphism j1r : 11"1(C) ~ 11"1(X) by the
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inclusion map j : C -+ X is the trivial group and hence N{1}(f; X, C) =
N(f;X,C).

2. Basic properties.

In this section, we show that every result about the relative Nielsen
number N(f;X,A) applies to the relative mod K Nielsen number
NK(f; X, A).

THEOREM 2.1. Let f : (X, A) -+ (X, A) be a pair map of compact
polyhedra and A be path connected. Ifeither X is simply connected or
ifX is connected and f : (X, A) -+ (X, A) is homotopic to the identity
map id: (X, A) -+ (X, A), then

if NK(I) = 0 and N(f) = 0,

otherwise.

Proof. Under the above condition, R(f) = 1 = RK(!). IT N(f) = 0
and N K(1) = 0, then NK(f;!) = 0 and hence NK(f; X, A) = o. Now
consider the following three cases.

(i) N(f) i= 0 and N KCl) = o.
Then f : X -+ X has only one essential fixed point class and

NK(f;!) = o. Thus we have NK(f;X, A) = 1.
(ii) N(f) = 0 and N K(!) i= O.
Then! : A -+ A has only one essential mod K fixed point class and

NK(f;!) = o. Thus we have NK(f;X, A) = 1.
(iii) N(f) =1= 0 and NK(!) =1= O.
Then we have N(f) = NK(1) = NK(f;!) = 1 and hence we have

NK(f;X,A) = 1.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let X be the unit disk and A be its boundary circle.
Let f: (X,A) -+ (X, A) be the selfmap satisfying f(re iO) = re30i"if
re iB E A. Then we have N(f) = 1. Since X is simply connected,
NK(f; X, A) = 1 by Theorem 2.1. Furthermore we have N(f;X,A) =
2 and hence we have NK(f;X,A) < N(f; X, A).
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[-f ]~[-f]O,K 1,K

THEOREM 2.3. (Homotopy invariance.) Let (X,A) be a pair of
compact polybedra. H tbe maps fa, It : (X, A) -t (X, A) are bomo
topic, tben NK(JO;X,A) = NK(It;X,A).

Proof. It suffices to show that NK(Jo;lo) = NK(J1;!1). Let H =
{ht,htl: (X x I,A x I) -t (X,A) be a homotopy from fa to f1. Then
there exists an index preserving bijection {htl : FPC(fo) -t FPC(Jd.
We show that {ht } sends common mod K fixed point classes of fa and
la to common mod K fixed point classes of It and 11. Let Fa =
pFix(lo) be a common mod ~ lifting class of fa and 10._ Then there

exists a mod K lifting class [la K] of la such that iFPc[lo K] = [/0].- - ' ,
Let {htl send [fO,K] to [11,K]. Then we have a commutative diagram
by [5]

iFPC1

Therefore {h,} sends [la] to [11] = iFPc[11,K]. So we have the
conclusion.

THEOREM 2.4. (Commutativity.) Let (X,A) and (Y, B) be pairs
of compact polybedra. Let i : A -t X and j : B -t Y be tbe inclu
sions, i 1r : 1r1 (A) -t 1r1(X), and j1r : 1r1(B) -t 1r1(Y) be tbe induced
bomomorpbisms. Let K be tbe kernel of i 1r and K' be tbe kernel
of j1r. H f : (X,A) -t (Y,B) and g: (Y,B) -t (X,A) are maps, tben
NK(gof;gol) = NK'(fog;!og) and NK(gof;X,A) = NK'(Jog; Y,B).

Proof. In fact, 11r(K) C K' and g1r(K') C K. Now let F be an
essential common mod K fixed point class of gof and go7. Then f(F)
is an essential fixed point class of fog and contains an essential mod
K' fixed point class of log. Since FPC(goJ) ~ FPC(fog) is a pair of
homeomorphism and they respect fixed point classes, N K(g 0 f; go I) =
NK,(J og; log). Therefore we have NK(gof;X,A) = NK,(f og; Y, B)
by [5].

Two maps of pairs of spaces f : (X, A) -t (X, A) and 9 : (Y, B) -t

(Y, B) are said to be maplJ of the lJame homotopy type if there exists a
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homotopyequivalence h: (X,A) -+ (Y,B) so that the maps of spaces
h 0 I, go h : (X, A) -+ (Y, B) are homotopic.

THEOREM 2.5. (Homotopy type invariance.) Let (X,A) and (Y,B)
be two pairs of compact polybedra. Let i : A -+ X and j : B -+ Y
be tbe inclusions, i 7r : '1rl(A) -+ '1rl(X), and j7r : '1rl(B) -+ '1rl(Y) be
tbe induced bomomorpbisms. Let K be tbe kernel of i 7r and Kt be tbe
kernel of j7r. If I: (X,A) -+ (X,A) and g: (Y,B) -+ (Y,B) are maps
oftbe same bomotopy type, tben NK(fjX,A) = NKI(gjY,B).

Proof. Using Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4.

3. Applications.

In this section, we give a product fOrIiiula relating Nielsen numbers
of the fibre maps. There have been several improvements of the formula
since Brown published a product formula in 1967. Let q : E -+ B be
a fibration in which E, B and all fibres are compact connected ANR's
and let I: E -+ E be a fibre preserving map inducing selfmaps IB on
B and I" on the fibre F" over some fixed point b E B. Then, for some
b E ~(fB) = {b E B : IB(b) = b}, a fibre preserving map 1 : E -+ E
can induce the pair map I: (E,F,,) -+ (E,F,,) which has the restriction
I" : F" -+ F" of the pair map 1 to the fibre F". Let K be the kernel
of the induced homomorphism i'lr : '1rl(F,,) -+ '1rl(E) by the inclusion
map i : F" -+ E. For a pair map 1 : (E,F,,) -+ (E,F,,) inducing
I" : F" -+ F", we have the relative Nielsen number N(f; E, F,,) and the
relative mod K NielSen number NK(f;E,F,,). By Theorem 1.7, we
knew that NK(f;E,F,,) ::; N(fjE,F,,). In the following theorem, we
show that N(f;I,,) = NK(f;I,,) for the fibration.

THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 : (E,Fb) -+ (E,F,,) be a pair map inducing
I" : F" -+ F". Tben we bave NK(f; I,,) = N(fj I,,).

Prool. Since K C J(F,,) which is a Jiang subgroup by [5], we have
the conclusion by Lemma 1.4.

Jiang ([5]) and You ([10]) introduced the product formula N(f) =
N(fB)· N(f,,) of the Nielsen number of a fibre map. They found the
conditions that the product formula N(f) = N(jB)·N(f,,) holds. Now
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we consider new product formula of Nielsen numbers

417

(PI) N(f) = NUB)· NK(Jjf,,)

= NUB)· N(J;f,,)·

It does not always hold and we discuss the conditions which imply
(PI).

THEOREM 3.2. (PI) holds if one of the following conditions is sat
isfied:

(i) N(JB) ~ 1
(ii) N(J,,) ~ 1 for any b E Fi' i = 1, ... , N(JB).

Proof. According to [10, Theorem 4.1], N(JB) = 0 implies NU) =
O. H NUB) = 1, then NU) = NU; j,,). H N(J,,) = 0, then NU; j,,) =
o and NU) = 0 by [10, Theorem 4.1]. Finally NU,,) = 1 implies
NU; f,,) = 1 and NU) = NUB) for any b E Fi' i = 1, ... , NUB).
Thus (PI) holds.

COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that B or F" is simply connected for any
bE Fi' i = 1, ... ,NUB). Then (PI) holds.

THEOREM 3.4. Let f : (E,F,,) -+ (E,F,,) be a pair map inducing
f" : F" -+ F" and let F1, .•. , F n be essential fixed point classes of f B,

where n = NUB). Let Fi1 , Fi2 , ... , Fie. be essential fixed point classes
•

of f such that q(Fi;) C Fi for 1 ~ i ~ n and 1 ~ j ~ Ci. If Ci = c is
constant for all i, tben (PI) holds.

Proof. NU; f,,) = c. Since NU) = E~=1 Ci = E~=1 C = c· n =
NU; f,,)· NUB), (PI) holds.

Now we consider another point of view of (PI). It is due to P.
R. Heath ([4]). Consider a group G (not necessarily abelian) and a
homomorphism 4>: G -+ G.

DEFINITION 3.5. ([4]) The Reidemeister operation of 4> on G is the
left action of G on itself given by (gl,g2) 1-+ gl +g2 -4>(gl). Let (1-4» :
G -+ G denote the function defined by (1- 4>)(g) = 9 - 4>(g); then by a
slight abuse, we write the set of orbits of the operation as Coker(1 - 4»
with elements [g] for 9 E G. We observe that if j : G -+ Coker(l- 4»
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has j(g) = [g], then j(gl) = j(g2) iff there exists agE G such that
gl = 9 + g2 - </>(g).

We know that since (1- </» need not be a homomorphism, Coker(l
4>) need not be the quotient of G by a subgroup. The order #(Coker(I
</») of the orbit set is called the Reidemeister number of </> and is written
by R(</».

Let I : (E,Fb) --+ (E,Fb) be a pair map inducing Ib : Fb --+ Fb.
From now on, we choose x -E i)(f) in E and b = q(x) in B as base
points. Heath ([4]) introduced the following definitions.

DEFINITION 3.6. Consider the homomorphism It : 'Tr1(Fb,x)/K'rIK
--+ 'Tr1(Fb,X)/K, where It'rIK is given by fb'rIK(K + (a)) = K + (/b(a»
for (a) E 'Tr1(Fb, x). The K-Reidemeister number of Ib, written RK(fb) ,
is the Reidemeister number of lib:l: i.e., the order of the orbit set'rIK
Coker(l- It'r/K). RK(fb) is well-defined. Similarly we can define the _

orbit sets Coker(l- I;) and Coker(l- Ij};)}-an-dwe have their orders
R(f) and R(fB), respectively, where I; : 'Tr1(E, x) --+ 'Tr1(E, x) and
IJL:I:) : 'Tr1(B,q(x» --+ 7r1(B,q(x» are the induced homomorphisms.

. DEFINITION 3.7. Let x' E F in FPC(f). Define p : FPC(f) --+

Coker(1 - I;) by p(F) = [(e - I(e»], where e : x I-t x' is a path.
Then the relation p is an injective function. Similarly we can define an
injective function PK : FPCK(ib) --+ Coker(1 - It'r/K) which is given

by PK(F) = [K + (e- Ib(e»], where e: x I-t x' is a path for x' E Fin
FPCK(fb).

REMARK 3.8. For any path 11. : x I-t x' E i)(f), there exists a
bijection u! : Coker(l - I;) --+ Coker(l - I;') given by u!([{a}]) =
[{-u + a + feu)}]. (See [4].) Similarly there exists a bijection U!B :
Coker(1 - It) --+ Coker(1 - It;J given by u[B([{a)]) = [{-u + a +
IB(U)}], where U: b I-t b' E i)(fB) is a path.

From the following commutative diagram

fE lE

fB
B ---+l B
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we write q~ for the induced function Coker(l- f:) -+ Coker(l- f~~x»
which is given by q~[(a)] = [(q(a»)].

REMARK 3.9. IT x' E ~(f), then for paths u : x ....... x' and q 0 u =
it : b ....... b', there exists a commutative diagram

Coker(l - f:)
g:

) Coker(l- ft)

u!1 lu!B
fit'

Coker(1 - 1:')
g...

Coker(l- f~J.

The diagram is useful in that it induces a bijection (u!)
(q;)-l(q;[(u - feu)}]) ~ Kerq~'. (See [4].)

DEFINITION 3.10. ((4]) Define the index of element [(a)] 10

Coker(l - f:) as follows;

index([(a}]) = { ~ndex(f, F) if p(F) = [(a)], FE FPC(f),

otherwise.

Let E(f) = {[(a)] E Coker(l - f:) : index([(a}]) =f O}.
Since NU) is finite, #E(f) is finite.

LEMMA 3.11. ([4]) Tbe functions p and u! are index - preserving.

In [3], since we have an exact sequence

there exists an exact sequence

i'" g'" 6
o-+ Fix it... I K -:.. Fix f: -.:. Fix ft -+ Coker(1 - fb... I K )

i'" g'"
~ Coker(l - f:) -.:. Coker(l- f1J -+ 0

in which li is given by li«(a) = [(A - f(A»)], where q~«(A) = (a).
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LEMMA 3.12. ([4]) If [{a}] = i~([K + (a}]) = i~([K + (B}]) = [{B}],
then index([K + (a}]) = index([K + (B}]) for [K + (a)], [K + (B)] E

Coker(1 - Ib1l:/K)'

LEMMA 3.13. ([10]) If[K+(p)] E Coker(1- Ib1l:/K)' [(p)] = i 1r([K +
(p}]) E Coker(1 - I:) and [(It)] = q;([(p}]) E Coker(1 - 11J), then
index([(p}]) =I 0 iffindex([K + (p}]) =I 0 and index([(p)]) =I O.

THEOREM 3.14. If the diagram (D)

iFPC
--+1 FPC(f)

lp
i:

Coker(1- Ib1l:/K) ----jol Coker(l- I:)

commutes, then for each [{p}] E Coker(1 - I:), [(p)] E Kerq; n E(f)
iff [(p)] corresponds to an essential common mod K fixed point class
of I and lb.

Proof. Let [(p)] E Kerq; n E(f). Since Kerq; = Imi~ by the
exactness, there exists [K + (Pi)] E Coker(1- !,bz ) such that i~([K+

1I:/K

(Pi}]) = [(p)] for all 1 :5 i :5 n. By Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13,
index([K + (Pi)] =I 0 for all i. Since P and PK are index-preserving
and injective functions, there exists only one 0=I Fp.; E FPC(fb) for
each i and only one 0 =I F E FPC(J) such that PK(Fp.;) = [K + (Pi)]
for each i and p(F) = [(p)]. Also index(fb, Fp.;) =I 0 for each i and
index(f, F) =I o. By the commutative diagram, all Fp.; are contained
in F. Hence [(p.)] corresponds to F which is an essential common mod
K fixed point class of I and lb.

Conversely, suppose [(p)] corresponds to an essential common mod
K fixed point class F of I and lb. Then there exists an essential mod
K fixed point class Fp. of Ib such that Fp. CF. Denote PK(Fp.) = [K+
(u)] E Coker(l- Ib1l:/K)' By the commutative diagram, i~([K+ (u}]) =
[(p)]. Since F is essential, [{p}] E E(f). Thus [(p)] E E(J) n Imi~ =
E(J) n Ker q;.

Our main theorem is
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THEOREM 3.15. If the diagram (D) commutes and #(Kerq:nE(J))
is independent of x in any essential fixed point class of f : E -+ E,
then (P1) holds.

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume N (J) =/:- O. Since
u!(E(J)) = E(J), (See Lemma 3.11.) we see that for each [(,X)] E E(J),

#((q;)-l q;([(,X}]) n E(J)) = #(Kerq;' n E(J)),

where q:' :Coker(1 - f:') -+ Coker(l - f~.J is the function for some
x' E ip(!) in the class represented by [(,X)] and q(x' ) = b' .

Using [4, Observation 1.10],
#E(J) = #((q;)-l q;([(,X}]) n E(J))· #q;(E(J)).

As q:(E(J)) = E(JB) and the independence of x in any essential fixed
point class of f,

#E(J)/#E(JB) = #((q;)-l q;([(,X}]) n E(J))

= #(Ker q~ n E(J))

= NK(Jifb) (Theorem 3.14).

Thus
N(J)/N(JB) = NK(Ji!b).

So N(J) = N(JB)' NK(Ji fb)'

COROLLARY 3.16. If E is simply connected, then (Pl) holds.

Proof. Since E is simply connected, the diagram (D) commutes.
IT N(J) = 0, then NK(Jifb) = 0 implies (PI).
IT N (J) =/:- 0, then #(Ker q:nE(J)) is independent of x in an essential

fixed point class of f. Then we can obtain the result by Theorem 3.15.

EXAMPLE 3.17. Let SI -+ S3 ~ S2 be the Hopffibration. Then if
fB : S2 -+ S2 is a map of degree d, there is no obstruction to lifting
fB to a fibre map f : S3 -+ S3. Suppose d =f:. -1 so that fB has a
fixed point b E S2. It is easy to see that fb also has degree d. Since S3
and S2 are simply connected, (PI) holds by Corollary 3.3 or Corollary
3.16.

But if we take Idl ;::: 3, then the product formula N(!) = N(JB) .
N(fb) does not hold. (See [5].)

We say that fB" : 7rl(B) -+ 7rl(B) is nilpotent if for some positive
integer n, fs":7rl(B) -+ 7rl(B) is the trivial homomorphism.
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THEOREM 3.18. If fB" : 1rl(B).~ 1rl(B) is nilpotent and NUB) #
0, then NK(ib) = NK(f;ib) = N(f).

Proof. Since N(fB) # 0, N(fB) = 1 by nilpot'entness. Then

N(f) = NK(fb)· N(fB) ([4, Corollary 4.17])

= NK(f; fb)· N(fB) (Theorem 3.2 (i)).

So Theorem 3.18 holds.
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